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Greetings!

Make sure you receive our emails. Please add
bryan@zoomvacations.com to your address book.
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View Photos from our Recent Trip to Rio for New
Years

Zoom's trip to Rio over New
Years had a little bit of
everything--chic events,
interesting fellow travelers
from around the world,
perfect weather, great food,
amazing parties, cultural
excursions, and so much
more. About the only thing
we didn't see this week was
rain. And we didn't miss it!

The best way to describe this trip is through photos, and
while some photos just can't do justice to the experiences
we shared in Rio, they will give you an idea of what the trip
was like.

View the Photos

Testimonials from Zoom Rio New Years Guests
Zoom Vacations' trip to Rio
over New Years welcomed
guests from all over the
world: France, Australia,
Spain, Portugal, Israel,
England, Belgium, Canada,
the US, and more!

Here is a small seletion of
emails we received from
guests on the trip.

Thanks again for a
phenomenal trip!!!! GREAT

Featured
Traveler, Randy

Griffin of
Washington DC

We met Randy and his
friend Ron at the HRC
National Dinner which
Zoom Vacations has
supported for the past
several years. We knew
that Randy was going to
be a lot of fun on the
trip, but this guy is
unbelievable. If he were
a Spice Girl, his name
would be Fun-time
Spice. If he were a
Smurf, he'd be Happy
Smurf. (You get the
idea). Randy did a quick
interview with us after
the trip, and shared his
thoughts on Rio, gay
travel, and Zoom
Vacations.

Zoom: How did this
experience with Zoom
compare to other gay
group vacations you
have taken?

Randy: The other
groups were completely
about the next party,
there was never time to
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job guys and I will definitiely reccommend your services to
everyone looking to travel. -Adam, New York

Hey guys, Had a wonderful time & look forward to my next
Zoom Vacation. I made some great friends. Five stars all the
way! -Greg, Tenessee

From the first point of contact, you worked as a well
balanced team. While each of you have areas of strength,
the clearly defined message was that you had committed to
plan, orchestrate and execute a superlative vacation for a
group of 40+ well traveled men. I have to give you guys a
10+ -Randy, Washington DC

Flying home was sad. The great time had ended and the
only cure is to go again. I'm working on the calendar to see
what I can do later this year and maybe New Years again...
but don't want to wait a whole year. Thanks so very much -
Russ, Tempe, Arizona

Making the most of a Weak Dollar
Any American who has traveled internationally over the past
few years would agree that the dollar just doesn't go as far
as it used to. It has been steadily declining while currency
from other countries is soaring. While this isn't the best
news for international travelers, traveling smarter can help
soften the blow of a poor exchange rate. The following tips
will give you the tools you need to travel well without
breaking the bank.

Get Travel Quotes in US Dollars Since it doesn't appear
that the dollar is going to make strong gains any time soon,
it is wise to get services quoted in US dollars whenever
possible. This safeguards you from being locked into a price
that could be rising before your eyes. It also makes it much
easier for you in planning a trip budget, as you will not have
to switch back and forth between currencies.

Go to the Right Destinations There are many destinations
worldwide that still offer an exceptional value for American
tourists. The most notable is Argentina. One can easily find
a delicious bottle of wine for under $10-one so good that it
will taste like you paid $40. Getting around is easy too, and
it's almost impossible to spend more than $6 on a cab ride,
no matter where you are going in the city. While prices for
the best hotels are rising, they are about half of what you
would pay for equivalent accommodations in another city.

Read on...

Zooming with Joel
You ask the question, he'll provide the answer!

Our Chief Travel Officer, Joel Cabrera, gets a number of
travel-related questions every week. Email your travel
question to Joel, and your question may be featured in the
newsletter. Joel answers those travel questions that have
kept you in quandary for far too long.

sit and have a great
dinner, get to know
people, it revolved
around the next dance
event and DJ. Been
there, done that, did it
well, it wasn't enough.

Zoom: What surprised
you about the trip with
Zoom?

Randy: My surprise was
the quality of the people
in our group. I had
awesome conversations
and built some new
friendships. I feel like I
walked away richer than
when I arrived.

Zoom: Was it easy to
make friends?

Randy: I made many
new friends on this trip,
you guys create an
environment that makes
everyone feel
comfortable.

Zoom: What was your
favorite moment of the
trip?

Randy: Walking down
the street in all white,
playing in the ocean
before the fireworks,
and the incredible sense
of jubilation at midnight.
I've had a lot of New
Years eve celebrations,
but nothing has come
close to New Years on
the beach in Rio.

Zoom: What was your
favorite part of the
Zoom Experience?

Randy: The experience
of being taken care of so
completely that I for
once let go and just
enjoyed the vacation.

Zoom: Did you feel that
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Question:

Matt from NYC asks, "I have heard mixed
information about crime in Rio during
Carnaval. What is your opinion?"

Answer:

Dear Matt, I have always found Rio to be
very safe. In fact, statistically crime is
higher in many US cities than in Rio.
However being a major international city, petty theft does
occur from time to time most commonly if you leave your
belongings unattended on the beach.

The bottom line is that you must use common sense, and
not take chances you wouldn't take back home. Of course,
when you are on a Zoom Vacations group you have that
extra added security. We take care of the details so you can
feel safe and enjoy yourself.

Carnaval in Rio is one of those experiences you must have
at least once in your life. We get many repeat guests on our
trips to Rio, so that speaks for itself. Also every time we
bring a group to Rio the feedback we get regarding safety in
Rio is that it is MUCH safer than expected.

Club Zoom
If you are new to Club
Zoom, here's the scoop.
You will receive
discounts and special
offers on many of your
favorite hotels, retail
outlets, and services
around the country! And
the best part is, it's free!
It is simply our way of saying, "thank you" for being a part
of Zoom Vacations.

Simply click on the link below to get the codes necessary to
redeem these offers.

RETAILERS

Allen Brothers (fine steaks)
Universal Gear (men's fashions)
David Barton Gym, in NYC, Miami, and Chicago!
NYC Restaurant: Paris Commune
Brazil Chic (men's fashions)

HOTELS

Chicago: The Amalfi Hotel
Dallas: The Melrose
LA: The Grafton on Sunset
NYC: The Tribeca Grand Hotel
NYC: The SoHo Grand Hotel

Rio was safe?

Randy: I felt totally safe
in Ipanema at any hour,
because I've been in Rio
before I knew not to
venture into unknown
parts of Copacabana late
at night or alone.

Zoom: Where would you
like to go next with
Zoom?

Randy: Barcelona,
Prague, South Africa,
Costa Rica or Mykonos.
I've been to several of
these cities alone or with
a single travel friend,
but going with Zoom
would give me an
opportunity to expand,
make new friends and
discover new places.

Quick Links...
Reserve Today

Check out our press
archive

Contact us

Planning a celebration in
another country? Click
here to see how we can
help

Testimonials

Tours at a glance

Watch our Zoom Video
(may take a minute to
come up)

A proud member of
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NYC: The Flatotel
San Francisco: The Hotel Monaco and the Serrano
South Beach: The Raleigh

SERVICES

Modern Habitat

Get the Codes

Join our mailing list!
Join

email: bryan@zoomvacations.com
phone: 773.772.ZOOM (9666)
web: http://www.zoomvacations.com/
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